**Accessing Blackboard Blogs**

In Blackboard there are two different types of blog:

- **The Central Site Blog** if setup can be found within the **Unit/Community Tools** area of your unit or community site.
- **Group or individual blogs** can be found in any **content area** where your lecturer or tutor has created them.

Each unit or community site has **one** Central Site Blog but can have **many** group or individual blogs.

**Accessing the Central Site Blog**

1. Go to your unit home page via the link in **My Units** on the **Blackboard Sites Tab** in Blackboard.
2. Click on the **Unit Tools** link within the unit menu.
3. Click on the "Blog Tool".

**Accessing Group or Individual Blogs**

1. Go to your unit home page.
2. A common area to look is the content area (Unit Documents, Assignments, etc.) in the unit menu. You may to contact your lecturer if it is not apparent.
3. Browse the sub-folders, if any.
4. Click on the **View** link on a blog.